
Chapter 561 

 

"The capital in Xu Zheng's hand is more than that. When I saw him last night, I found a very important 

thing."  

 

Cheng Mohan said thoughtfully, restoring the scene when he met Xu Zheng last night. He suddenly 

realized that if Xu Zheng set up a catering company, his capital would be more than three billion.  

 

Zhao Tong is stunned. Now Xu Zheng has made people feel thorny. But Cheng Mohan says that his 

capital is far more than that, which makes it more difficult to deal with.  

 

"Brother Mo, what important things have you found?"  

 

Cheng Mohan sighed: "last night, Huo Tingchen should have sent Cheng mobing and Xu Zheng to test my 

purpose of returning to Jiangbin this time. Among them, I found a detail. It is very likely that Cheng 

mobing and Xu Zheng are already together."  

 

"Hey, how can you see that they used to pair up together, but I haven't found any special relationship 

with them through my years of experience in picking up girls. Don't you think I have less experience than 

you?"  

 

Yang ziye is not happy at once. If someone is better than him in business, he can accept it. But when it 

comes to the experience between men and women, he says that he is Cheng Mohan. He laughs: "Tong 

Xin, I find that after you and president Jin are together, your wisdom has been improved."  

 

Zhao Tong heart slightly shy smile: "where have, this is everyone can think of the way."  

 

Yang ziye immediately turned his lips: "Tong Xin, this is your fault. I didn't think of this method. Can I say 

that I'm not human?"  

Chapter 562 

 

People were amused by Yang ziye's words. In fact, Yang ziye didn't think of it. He just didn't want to 

think about it. He preferred to say a few unreliable words when the atmosphere was dignified to let 

everyone relax.  

 

Every successful team can not do without the role of Yang ziye. He is the metronome and lubricant of 

the whole team.  

 

Cheng Mohan also smiles slightly, and then says: "if Xu Zheng's catering company opens in the near 

future, we can choose to avoid its edge, shrink funds, and show weakness to Xu Zheng while striving for 

consumers. In this way, Huo Tingchen will have the illusion that Xu Zheng has a strong position. He will 

keep an eye on Xu Zheng, and I want to use Xu Zheng's ability For example, he is likely to gather a sum of 



capital in a short period of time, because it is also a good opportunity for his development. In addition to 

us, Xu Zheng certainly regards Huo Tingchen as his opponent, so he needs to constantly strengthen his 

strength. At this time, the contradiction between him and Huo Tingchen should be highlighted. "  

 

"Well, Huo Tingchen certainly began to restrict Xu Zheng, and Xu Zheng was not willing to give up this 

opportunity for development. In addition, he had Cheng mobing's support behind him, so conflicts 

would break out with Huo Tingchen. During this period of time, although we showed weakness, we also 

need to develop the market as soon as possible. Ziye has been deeply rooted in the catering industry, 

and we will soon be able to stand firm Heel, this time again with unchangeable should ten thousand 

change  

 

Zhao Tongxin said thoughtfully that she has thought of Cheng Mohan's so-called strategy of showing 

weakness. Although she has no experience in this aspect, she has extraordinary insight. As long as 

someone gives a little instruction, she will draw inferences from one instance.  

 

"Although this idea is good, once we show weakness, we will lose a lot in the early stage, and most 

importantly, we will lose a large number of consumer groups, which will be difficult to make up for in 

the future."  

 

Shaoyuan ponders that she is in charge of the marketing department. Naturally, she knows that when 

the company first opened, the most important thing is to win over the consumer groups. If she shows 

weakness to Xu Zheng at this time, she may be robbed of many consumers by his catering company. This 

is a problem that we have to consider.  

 

Zhao Tongxin said confidently: "spoon, today we have also seen the situation of the company's chain 

restaurants. Even if we have less publicity and do not increase the number of branches for the time 

being, can't we absorb a large number of fixed consumer groups?"  

 

After thinking about it, Shaoyuan couldn't help nodding and agreed: "it's true that your business 

philosophy is very good and unique. I can't help but want to eat it again."  

 

"That's right. As long as we can absorb the first batch of consumers, it will only increase in the future, 

but not decrease. Although we still don't know what kind of business philosophy Xu Zheng will use to 

manage the catering company, he is impetuous on the surface, but he is very arrogant on the inside. I 

don't think he will apply our philosophy, so he faces the challenge In other competitions, I can say with 

confidence that he is not our opponent. "  

 

Zhao Tong said faintly. She knew that the competition in the jewelry market this time was different from 

the last time. The last time was because Huo Tingchen was behind him, and the purpose was just to 

defeat Jin Zhengting's pillar company. Therefore, unfair competition could be carried out regardless of 

the cost. It was a loss tactics of killing the enemy by 10000 yuan and losing 20000 yuan. This time, Xu 

Zheng wanted to develop, so he must be honest She will take more conservative measures to compete 

with her company, and will definitely not take any tactics that are more affordable than who.  

 



"Well, Tong Xin, since the boss believes you so much, I will certainly support you."  

 

As a good friend, Shaoyuan will definitely support Zhao Tongxin at this time.  

 

"Don't discuss this with me. I'm not interested in business. You can do what you want. Anyway, don't 

compensate my 20%. If you think someone has offended you and made you feel uncomfortable, you can 

come to me again. I promise to kill his family. If the family is not enough, the nine families can also be 

considered."  

 

Xu Yanke is sitting on the sofa playing with her mobile phone without raising her eyelids. She has no 

interest in these things. Because her advantages lie in all kinds of assassinations, she generally doesn't 

express any opinions, or she has no opinions at all.  

 

But Cheng Mohan laughed: "I almost forget that there are still people like Miss Xu Yanke. We have a lot 

of confidence. If we are at an absolute disadvantage at some time in the future, we can let Miss Xu 

Yanke lead us. Of course, only if you can deal with the underground forces of Huo Tingchen and Cheng 

mobing."  

 

Xu Yanke gave Cheng Mohan a white look: "cut, they have no influence now. They have been cleaned up 

by us a few days ago. If it wasn't for grandma who asked us to put Huo Tingchen a yard, the grass on his 

grave would be three feet high."  

 

"Oh?"  

 

Cheng Mohan's eyes twinkled a few times. He had just come to the riverside for two days, and naturally 

could not know what had happened a few days ago. However, he was very interested in Mrs. Jin's 

request to let Huo Tingchen go, because according to common sense, Mrs. Jin would definitely not let 

her family's biggest enemy go, so there seems to be something hidden in this matter.  

 

"Don't think about the reason. We don't know. It seems that Zhao Si is Huo Tingchen's uncle. My 

grandmother let Huo Tingchen go on his request."Xu Yan can see Cheng Mo Han's mind at a glance, and 

she has already practiced to observe words and colors.  

 

Cheng Mohan's face changed: "do you mean Zhao Si is a member of the Huo family?"  

 

"I don't know if it's true, but that's what grandma said, but spoon garden is also there. If you don't 

believe me, you can ask her."  

 

Xu Yanke said impatiently and pushed the spoon garden beside him. Seeing Cheng Mohan's inquiring 

eyes, the spoon garden definitely nodded: "yes, that's what old lady Jin said that night."  

 

"It's no wonder that Zhao Si and my grandmother are so close. It turns out that they are all from the Huo 

family, but why does Mrs. Jin have to let them go? Is it Zhao Si who has any secrets?"  

 



Cheng Mohan frowned and said to himself, he thought that there must be some joints, but he still didn't 

figure it out, so he raised his head and asked, "where is Zhao Si now?"  

 

Shaoyuan shook his head: "I don't know, it seems that since that night, Zhao Si suddenly disappeared, 

and we haven't seen him. Originally, the people who monitored him reported that Zhao Si seemed to 

have evaporated from the world."  

 

Cheng Mohan couldn't help nodding: "I think Zhao Si is dead, and Huo Tingchen killed him himself."  

 

Zhao Tong couldn't help asking: "brother Mo, how do you know?"  

 

"The reason why Huo Tingchen is so crazy is that he has always regarded overthrowing the Jin family as 

his lifelong ideal. Therefore, in order to achieve this goal, he will do whatever it takes to vent his anger 

and his failure, as well as Zhao Si's remaining sin of the Huo family. He has no loyal revenge for the Huo 

family. According to Huo Tingchen's character, Zhao Si will surely disappear."  

 

Cheng Mohan's analysis is very reasonable. Although he doesn't have much time to contact Huo 

Tingchen, he has seen through Huo Tingchen's character from a limited number of contacts. His ability 

to see people is unique in Zhao Tongxin's company.  

 

"Zhao Si's life and death is not the focus for the moment. Let's talk about the development of the 

company first."  

 

Shaoyuan is still more concerned about the future of the company: "according to our plan, after a week 

of operation, we will launch the membership card system. When the total consumption of members 

reaches a certain amount, the restaurant will present a piece of lanzhihanyu from Southeast Asia. 

Yesterday, Chen Dong called me, and the raw stone processing factory has made rapid progress these 

days. Now it has started production, I believe that in a week's time, the jade we need in our restaurant 

can be delivered to us. On the basis of attracting consumers, we can also deal a severe blow to Xu Ting's 

jewelry company. "  

 

Zhao Tong lowered his head to think about it, raised his head and said, "no, don't use the jade from 

Southeast Asia for the time being. That's the product we will return to the jewelry market in the future, 

so we must stay."  

 

Spoon garden asked: "Tong Xin, was not this plan, how suddenly changed his mind?"  

 

Zhao Tong heart faint smile: "spoon, this is our last mace, so can't be used at the beginning, and in the 

future we are going back to the jewelry industry, now our inventory of jewelry has gone, can't we think 

of a way when the jewelry company reopens?"  

 

"Tong Xin, do you plan to continue to operate the jewelry industry? Not to mention that the market 

saturation is very serious now, or that Xu Ting's Tianhong jewelry company monopolizes the jewelry 

industry, just say that our company's current working capital is not enough to open two or three more 



jewelry stores."  

 

Shaoyuan thinks that Zhao Tongxin is on a whim, which is obviously impossible. She suspects that Zhao 

Tongxin must be trying to restrain Xu Zheng and Xu Ting at the same time to redevelop the jewelry 

industry. But now the company's situation is just on the right track, and she really can't support Zhao 

Tongxin's idea in terms of capital.  

 

Zhao Tong heart light said: "spoon, capital is not a problem, you forget a week later will start gambling 

stone will, it is said that the piece of rare stone worth more than one billion, if we can get the rare stone, 

jewelry company reopened capital will have, and we have that batch of cheap stone processing 

products, in the price will not lag behind to Xu Ting.". ” 

 

Shaoyuan thought for a while and asked, "but Tong Xin, who is sure to get that rare stone? I have seen 

the process of the gambler's meeting. Only 10 million people have a chance to choose. Moreover, I 

believe that every rich person who participates in the gambler's meeting will send out the best gambler. 

It's very difficult for us to win."  

 

"What if we can get the rare stone? Well, spoon, if our company can get the rare stone, we will put the 

reopening of the jewelry company on the agenda. If not, we are making plans. Do you think so? "  

 

Zhao Tongxin said with a smile that she is not Jin Zhengting's type of overbearing president. She is more 

willing to negotiate with everyone in the team and listen to the opinions of any one of them.  

 

"Well, our company's current working capital is limited. We can only offer 30 million yuan, that is, three 

opportunities. However, it is said that there will be thousands of original stones on the day of the 

gambler's meeting, so I think the hope is very slim."  

 

Shaoyuan is obviously not optimistic about the prospect of gambling Stone Fair. She thinks that 

participating in gambling Stone Fair is to give money to Huo Tingchen in disguise.  

 

"It's no big deal. If you want that rare stone, I'll take someone to get it back for you. There's nothing 

happened recently. It's better to move your muscles and bones."Xu Yanke put down her mobile phone, 

wriggled her wrist and said that her method was always simple and violent.  

 

Zhao Tong waved his hand: "Yan Ke, don't think about robbing all the time. This time, the gambling 

stones will pass through the high level. Now those gambling stones are not around Huo Tingchen's men, 

but the army. No matter how powerful we are, we can't fight against the army, can we?"  

 

Xu Yanke said: "cut, what's the big deal in the army? I can only say that you are too timid."  

 

"Well, let's not talk about this idea. Our immediate task now is to make sure whether Mo Yan will invest 

with Huo Tingchen. It's up to you, ziye."  

 

Zhao Tong heart light to Yang ziye said.  



 

Yang ziye nodded: "I hope Mo Yan is not confused."  

Chapter 563 

 

Tianhong Group, President's office.  

 

Huo Tingchen lit a cigar and looked at Lu Moyan in front of him with a smile.  

 

Lu Moyan obviously didn't sleep well last night. His face was a little morbid pale, and the faint dark 

circles under his eyes also showed that he was lack of sleep.  

 

"Why, didn't you have a good rest last night?"  

 

Huo Tingchen asked with a smile. His tone was like talking to a very good friend. In fact, he and Lu 

Moyan not only had no friendship, but also were rivals to some extent.  

 

Now the two of them can sit together and chat like friends, which is a realistic irony. After all, people are 

profit animals.  

 

Lu Mo Yan gives him a cold look. At this time, he has no choice, so he will sit with Huo Tingchen, but it 

does not mean that he is willing. In fact, he just wants to revenge Lu zhanyan. Only with the 

indestructible alliance and friendship between Lu zhanyan and Jin Zhengting, he has to choose to 

cooperate with Huo Tingchen.  

 

Huo Tingchen naturally didn't think that Lu Moyan just listened to his words, and he was determined to 

him. If he thought of others as simple, he would be a corpse now, but he seemed to have a way to 

control Lu Moyan.  

 

"Don't be hostile to me. I'm the only one who can help you now. Don't you want to know where your 

wife Qian Yuanyuan is now?"  

 

Huo Tingchen has a smile on his face. Although his underground forces were almost completely 

destroyed by Jin Zhengting in the first two operations, long Jiu's intelligence network has not been 

fundamentally destroyed, so he can still grasp most of the information.  

 

Sure enough, after listening to Huo Tingchen's words, Lu Moyan's eyes changed. He came home last 

night, but there was no news about Qian Yuanyuan. She didn't go home, and the phone was turned off. 

At this time, he couldn't help thinking where Qian Yuanyuan had gone. Since Huo Tingchen said so, he 

must know.  

 

Qian Yuanyuan did cause him great harm, but he still loves Qian Yuanyuan. When he was lying in bed 

alone, he thought about what happened yesterday again. He thought there was something strange in it. 

Huo Tingchen was really suspicious, but all kinds of signs showed that Huo Tingchen did not play an 



important role in it. On the one hand On the other hand, he saw with his own eyes the relationship 

between Lu zhanyan and Qian Yuanyuan, so he struggled all night and wavered from side to side.  

 

"Do you know where the garden is now? Why doesn't she go home? "  

 

When it comes to the problem of Qian Yuanyuan, Lu Moyan can no longer calm down. He has even 

forgotten that Huo Tingchen is an extremely dangerous person. Now he just wants to know where Qian 

Yuanyuan is going.  

 

Huo Tingchen smiles a little. This is the effect he wants. As long as Lu Moyan is still in Yiqian garden, it 

means that he still has her place in his heart. As long as he still has her place, Huo Tingchen has a way to 

control Lu Moyan, because he is good at catching other people's weaknesses.  

 

"My staff told me that Qian Yuanyuan is now in Jin's villa."  

 

He said faintly, looking at Lu Mo Yan's reaction with the remaining light from the corner of his eye.  

 

"Why did she spend the night at Jin's and not go home?"  

 

At this time, Lu Moyan has basically lost his normal judgment ability. Even if Qian Yuanyuan was forced 

to do so, she would not immediately return home as if nothing had happened. At this time, women 

usually don't know how to face their husbands and need some time to lighten the shadow.  

 

But now Lu Mo Yan is impatient and angry, so he doesn't think about it at all. He just thinks that even if 

such a thing happens, Qian Yuan Yuan should go home immediately and make it clear to himself. If he 

doesn't go home that night, his suspicion of Qian Yuan Yuan is deepened.  

 

Huo Tingchen said with a smile: "Mo Yan, do you think she will go home at this time? Anyway, you have 

broken the adultery between her and Lu zhanyan. I might as well tell you another news. Lu zhanyan also 

stayed at Jin's house last night, and he didn't go home either."  

 

"What?"  

 

After hearing the news, Lu Mo Yan's face changed immediately. His smart mind naturally filled the 

painting last night. His temples had already been bulging with blue veins, which obviously reached the 

limit of anger.  

 

"I was knocked down by you yesterday. I didn't go home at night. Instead, I stayed in Jin's villa. 

Coincidentally, Lu zhanyan didn't go either. I don't know what happened to them in the villa, because 

my men couldn't go in at all, but I promise the news is absolutely reliable, because my men have been 

staring at the door of the villa, and they didn't come out."  

 

Huo Tingchen has a sly smile in his eyes. Lu Moyan's weakness has been firmly grasped by him. Lu 

Moyan's weakness is that he cares too much about Qian Yuanyuan, and it's easy to lose his most basic 



reason because of this woman. Moreover, he has been living in the shadow of Lu zhanyan, so it's 

inevitable that he lacks a sense of security and distrust of others Huo Tingchen can use it.  

 

"Do you mean they continue to be together in Jin's villa?"  

 

It's not necessary for Huo Tingchen to say that Lu Moyan has already thought of this picture, so it's no 

wonder that he is so angry. One is his own brother, and the other is his favorite wife. They do dirty 

things, but they continue to have a tryst in the Jin family after being knocked down by themselves. This 

is something he absolutely can't accept."I didn't say anything, maybe it may not be so, but I think there 

should be evidence for saying such things, and I can't label people casually. Am I right, Mo Yan?"  

 

Huo Tingchen looks like a man of integrity at this time. Although he is excusing Lu zhanyan and Qian 

Yuanyuan, in fact, the more he says so, Lu Moyan is more sure that they are together. This is what Huo 

Tingchen is good at doing. He takes advantage of people's rebellious psychology.  

 

In this respect, Huo Tingchen should at least get a PhD in psychology.  

 

Lu Moyan was biting his teeth, and his eyes became colder and colder: "why can Jin Zhengting tolerate 

Lu zhanyan and Qian Yuanyuan to do such things? Isn't he and I friends?"  

 

Under the guidance of Huo Tingchen, Lu Moyan will naturally burn his anger on Jin Zhengting, which is 

also one of Huo Tingchen's plans. If he does not hate Jin Zhengting, Huo Tingchen will find it difficult to 

further cooperate with him, and the risk is too great.  

 

Huo Tingchen has decided to defeat Zhao Tongxin ' The development of the real industry.  

 

But now, except for the catering industry, almost all industries are blocked by Jin Zhengting. The reason 

why Jin Zhengting does not set up obstacles in the catering industry is that Yang ziye exists, and Yang's 

group monopolizes the catering industry, so Jin Zhengting does not need to be distracted.  

 

However, Huo Tingchen has now identified the catering industry. Although Yang's group is second only 

to Jin Zhengting group, he has not really paid attention to Yang ziye. If the image of Xu Zheng's Playboy 

is to hide people's eyes and ears, then Yang ziye is a playboy to the core. Huo Tingchen has never 

thought about such a dandy A man is entitled to be his opponent.  

 

Huo Tingchen is also a very proud person.  

 

However, the difficulty in front of him is that he really can't give much money to support Xu Zheng to set 

up a catering company. The maximum support is only about one billion. Even if Xu Zheng is a rare talent, 

and even if he can rest assured of Xu Zheng, the capital is only about half of Zhao Tongxin's catering 

company.  

 

For more than half of the capital gap, even if Xu Zheng has the ability to communicate with heaven, it is 

difficult for him to compete. Therefore, Huo Tingchen has to find new allies. At this time, the most 



suitable candidate is naturally Lu Moyan.  

 

Therefore, he must let Lu Moyan and Jin Zhengting group break up completely before he can control 

him.  

 

"Mo Yan, don't be angry. Haven't you found out about it yet? Qian Yuanyuan is Zhao Tongxin's best 

friend. I think you've known this for a long time, and Lu zhanyan is Jin Zhengting's best friend. Their 

choice to help Lu zhanyan and Qian Yuanyuan together at this time shows that they knew the 

relationship between them a long time ago. After they were knocked down by you, they were very 

happy It's just a place to protect Lu zhanyan and Qian Yuanyuan. "  

 

Huo Tingchen made a look of heartache, but no one saw the excited look in his eyes.  

 

Lu Moyan suddenly slapped the table hard: "why does Jin Zhengting do this?"  

 

"Obviously, between Lu zhanyan and you, he will definitely choose Lu zhanyan. He is the successor of 

the Lu family, but you are not. What Jin Zhengting needs is the support of the Lu family, but not your 

support. So if I were Jin Zhengting, I would choose Lu zhanyan."  

 

Huo Tingchen continued to mend the knife beside him, because he knew that the fire was almost over 

by now by observing Lu Moyan's expression, and Lu Moyan should have thoroughly penetrated into his 

own trap.  

 

Lu Moyan's teeth rattle. The corner of his mouth has been bitten. The blood flows down the corner of 

his mouth, but he has no consciousness. At this time, his heart is full of hatred. He hates Qian Yuanyuan, 

Lu zhanyan, Jin Zhengting and Zhao Tongxin. Of course, what he hates most is himself.  

 

Thinking of what Huo Tingchen said last night, Lu zhanyan gave up Qian Yuanyuan to himself because he 

got the status of Lu family's successor. He didn't know it. He thought it was his brother who gave up his 

love. What he didn't expect was that his brother had set up the situation for him. This has completely 

collapsed his reason.  

 

"Mo Yan, if you don't believe it, you can go to the Jin family and have a look. I think you will get the right 

answer."  

 

Huo Tingchen's eyes are smiling. He is not afraid of Lu Moyan going to Jin's villa, because he has already 

called Jin Ying in the morning. Jin Ying is so smart that she must have arranged everything. It's ok if Lu 

Moyan doesn't go. As long as he goes, he will be more sure that Lu zhanyan and Qian Yuanyuan have an 

affair.  

 

He has noticed every detail. It can be said that this is the most successful plan Huo Tingchen has ever 

completed.  

 

Lu Moyan shook his head and squeezed out a few words from his teeth: "it's no longer necessary."  



 

"Mo Yan, you'd better calm down and have a drink. I want to talk business with you by the way."  

 

Huo Tingchen forced Lu Moyan back to the sofa, poured him a glass of wine, and said with a smile, "I 

have a good suggestion. I don't know if you are willing to accept it."Lu Moyan's pupils are constantly 

shrinking, coldly said: "you say."  

 

"I know you hate them now, but I want to say that the most hateful thing is yourself. If you are strong 

enough, Qian Yuanyuan will not have an affair with Lu zhanyan. Please forgive me for being so 

straightforward."  

 

Huo Tingchen drank a mouthful of wine, looking at Lu Moyan said.  

 

Lu Moyan is silent, but he has begun to feel that what Huo Tingchen said is very reasonable, which is a 

very dangerous signal.  

 

"So this time I invite you here is to give you an opportunity to strengthen yourself. I decided to invest in 

the catering industry. You can also give Jin Zhengting a fatal blow in his pillar industry, which can be 

regarded as your revenge."  

 

Huo Tingchen knows that Lu Moyan at this time will never refuse his proposal.  

Chapter 564 

 

"Tell me."  

 

At this time, Lu Moyan has left everything behind, and his heart is completely occupied by hatred. So 

even though he still maintains a trace of rationality, he knows that Huo Tingchen is trying to win over 

himself to deal with Jin Zhengting, but he does not refuse, because he has extreme hatred for all the 

people in Jin Zhengting group.  

 

"I'm going to set up a catering company. You know, Zhao Tongxin and Yang ziye are one step ahead of us 

now, but it doesn't matter. Zhao Tongxin has no experience in business, while Yang ziye has no interest 

in business. It can be said that the catering industry is the weakest link of Jin Zhengting group, and I have 

restrained almost all of Jin Zhengting's energy In the company where there must be extra energy to 

manage Zhao Tongxin, this is our opportunity. "  

 

Huo Tingchen then told his real purpose. He looked at Lu Moyan with sharp eyes. Although this man was 

insignificant in the light of Jin Zhengting and Lu zhanyan, he knew that the Lu family was also the second 

largest financial group in Jiangbin, so as the second son of the Lu family, Lu Moyan still had a very deep 

background.  

 

With his presence, his investment in the catering industry will reduce a lot of resistance. After all, other 

consortia have to look at Jin Zhengting's face, and the obstruction of independent investment is also 



something he expected. However, if Lu Moyan is present, those consortia who are still holding a wait-

and-see attitude will not be too embarrassed, which is Huo Tingchen's wishful thinking.  

 

Lu Moyan is silent. Although he has hatred for all the people in Jin Zhengting group, if he follows Huo 

Tingchen's request, he will undoubtedly stand on the opposite side of everyone, including his relatives 

and friends, so he has to be cautious.  

 

"What's the matter, Mo Yan? Don't you think Jin Zhengting will treat you as a friend? If he really treats 

you as a friend, will he let Lu zhanyan and Qian Yuanyuan have a tryst in his villa?"  

 

Huo Tingchen sees Lu Moyan's hesitation and timely mends the knife. This is Lu Moyan's pain, so she 

doesn't mind making Lu Moyan more painful.  

 

People are like this. Only when they are in pain will they become crazy and hysterical. Huo Tingchen 

wants to take advantage of Lu Moyan's state.  

 

Sure enough, Lu Mo Yan's eyes finally became sharp. He drank a glass of strong wine and his eyes 

became red: "OK, I promise you, but you have to promise me two conditions."  

 

As long as he has something to talk about, Huo Tingchen is sure that he can agree to 200 conditions, not 

to mention two conditions, because he is used to writing all kinds of empty promises. Anyway, if Jin 

Zhengting is defeated in the future, the whole Jiangbin will be respected for him. At that time, these 

people will be counted. Without the conditions he promised, he can easily sell them They sent him 

away.  

 

"You said that as long as I can do it, I will help you finish it."  

 

Huo Tingchen tried his best to make a sincere look. He needs Lu Moyan very much now, because he 

doesn't want to miss any chance to defeat Jin Zhengting. Now Lu Moyan's heart is full of hatred, but 

compared with his hatred for Jin Zhengting, it's nothing to see.  

 

"First, if we succeed, I hope you can let my friend live."  

 

Lu Moyan looked at Huo Tingchen and said that his friend, Yang ziye, was not responsible for this 

matter. He was very clear about this, so he didn't want to involve Yang ziye.  

 

Huo Tingchen said with a faint smile: "this is not a problem at all. Yang ziye and I didn't have any hatred. 

He helped Jin Zhengting out of his friend's morality. I still appreciate his loyalty. Although he and I are 

against each other, they are different. I can completely agree to this condition."  

 

In fact, the Yang family has been on his blacklist. Because of the existence of Yang ziye, many of his plans 

have failed. With Huo Tingchen's stingy mind, he will not let Yang ziye go. However, because he wants to 

woo Lu Moyan, he can write all kinds of blank checks without scruple.  

 



Lu Moyan nodded, and then continued: "second, after success, you should be responsible for sending Lu 

zhanyan and Qian Yuanyuan to me."  

 

When he said this, his teeth were clenched. It can be seen that he was still angry about their affairs. This 

is what Huo Tingchen wanted.  

 

Huo Tingchen laughs: "Mo Yan, we are the most reliable ally now. Your enemy is naturally my enemy. 

You can rest assured that I will take revenge for you."  

 

Huo Tingchen has a smile in his eyes. He has already begun to imagine that after he defeated Jin 

Zhengting, he locked the Lu brothers and Qian Yuanyuan together in a secret room, and then gave them 

a weapon to start killing each other.  

 

"Well, let's have a good cooperation."  

 

Lu Mo Yan now no nonsense interest, he said faintly: "I don't want to come out, so you have to find a 

good agent."  

 

Huo Tingchen is in a good mood, so he laughs: "Mo Yan, I am the kind of short-sighted person, the agent 

has already found a good, he is now on the way."  

 

For Huo Tingchen's performance, Lu Moyan did not expect. He knew that Huo Tingchen wanted to use 

himself, but now he also wanted to use Huo Tingchen. The cooperation between the two sides was also 

to deal with the common enemy. As a hot-blooded man, he had to wash away his humiliation with 

action.The two sat for a while, but they didn't speak any more. They were all drinking with their hearts 

in mind.  

 

After a while, the door of the office was opened, and Xu Zheng came in. When he saw Huo Tingchen and 

Lu Moyan drinking together, he had a smile in his eyes, which means that their plan was successful.  

 

"Mo Yan, there you are."  

 

Xu Zheng came over to say hello, sat down and said to Huo Tingchen, "Mr. Huo, we met Cheng Mohan 

last night."  

 

"Oh? Well, what's the purpose of his return to Jiangbin this time? I think you've found out. He's an open 

and aboveboard man. He won't hide his purpose. "  

 

Huo Tingchen, with a sneering smile, said to Xu Zheng that he was insinuating that Xu Zheng habitually 

hid his ambition. At this time, he had successfully won over Lu Moyan, so Xu Zheng was not so 

important. Naturally, he would not have a good face for his potential strong opponent.  

 

Of course, Xu Zheng could hear the irony of Huo Tingchen's words, but he didn't care. He said lightly: "he 

said that he came back to Jiangbin this time to catch the thief. He wanted to break up the person who 



stole his things. He also said that he would take back what he lost."  

 

Huo Tingchen's pupil shrinks obviously. Cheng Mohan's implication is obvious. He just wants to deal with 

himself. Although he has stolen the property of Tianhong Group and Cheng family, he has the strength 

to compete with Jin Zhengting, but at the same time he has set up such a terrible enemy as Cheng 

Mohan, which makes him feel a little tricky.  

 

"Oh, yes, I forgot to tell you that Mo Yan has agreed to invest in the catering industry. Mo Yan and Xu 

Zheng are the future president of our catering company. You should have a good chat."  

 

Huo Tingchen chose to change the topic. After he introduced Xu Zheng and Lu Moyan, he stopped 

talking and looked at Xu Zheng coldly. He wanted to hear what Xu Zheng planned from the dialogue 

between Xu Zheng and Lu Moyan.  

 

"Mo Yan, how much do you plan to invest?"  

 

Xu Zheng also ignored Huo Tingchen and asked directly. He was also a wealthy young man in Jiangbin. 

He had dealt with Lu Moyan countless times in various parties, so he was not too polite.  

 

Lu Moyan looked at Xu Zheng and said faintly, "what I can take out now is only three billion. How much 

do you think you need?"  

 

"It depends on how much you hate."  

 

Xu Zheng didn't answer him directly. Instead, he said something lightly. He poured a glass of wine and 

sipped it gently.  

 

Lu Moyan's pupils suddenly contracted: "what do you mean by that?"  

 

"Mo Yan, don't get me wrong. I just want to remind you that as a normal man, if I get such a big insult, I 

will let those people die without a place to die. So I just want to ask you how much you hate those 

people now."  

 

Xu Zheng also planned the plan to design the Lu brothers. Now, Lu Moyan has fallen into their trap. Like 

Huo Tingchen, he must stimulate the most painful side of Lu Moyan in order to drain all his surplus 

value.  

 

Lu Moyan took a deep breath: "all."  

 

Xu Zheng and Huo Tingchen's eyes showed a glimmer of joy. Huo Tingchen was glad that Lu Moyan 

invested $3 billion at a time, which completely reversed his capital shortage. Xu Zhengxi was glad that 

with Lu Moyan's investment, he would further have the capital to develop his strength.  

 

"Well, tomorrow I'll send you the plan of the catering company. If you feel satisfied, we'll sign the 



contract."  

 

Xu Zheng naturally knows that it's a long night, so he is also very anxious. However, last night, Xu Zheng 

asked Cheng mobing's planners to do it. Now he should have a general outline, only some details have 

not been finalized. Xu Zheng is also a man pursuing efficiency. He knows that his opportunities are 

limited, so he must grasp them.  

 

"Well, I'll go back and prepare the funds now. I've had enough of the two people hiding in Jin's villa 

now!"  

 

Lu Mo Yan coldly dropped a word, did not say hello to Huo Tingchen and Xu Zheng, and left the office 

directly.  

 

"Mr. Huo, our plan succeeded."  

 

Xu Zheng gently shakes the wine glass in his hand and says to Huo Tingchen faintly.  

 

"Yes, although this plan is successful, is your new plan successful?"  

 

Huo Tingchen said coldly, even the smile on his face with the chill of freezing everything. He was 

obviously warning Xu Zheng not to make small moves behind his back. His every move was under Huo 

Tingchen's control.  

 

Xu Zheng's hand shaking the wine glass stopped for a moment, but there was no other abnormal 

expression on his face: "Mr. Huo, I think I need to remind you that although Lu Moyan has been on our 

side, fundamentally speaking, he has not shaken the foundation of Jin Zhengting. At this time, if we do 

not unite internally, we will probably repeat the mistakes of the last time."  

 

Huo Tingchen's face with a smile: "Xu Zheng, you are a smart man, naturally know the stakes, as long as 

Jin Zhengting exists one day, I will support you unreservedly.""Yes, as long as Jin Zhengting exists one 

day, I will spare no effort to do things for you. However, Mr. Huo, I don't think you should guard against 

me at this time, because I want to defeat Jin Zhengting more than you. I advise you not to waste your 

strength on me. You know I won't have any threat to you now."  

 

Xu Zheng will not lie in front of Huo Tingchen, because only the truth can let Huo Tingchen listen.  

 

Huo Tingchen's eyes were uncertain, but soon returned to normal. He laughed: "Xu Zheng, don't have 

such an idea. I won't move you. Even if I beat Jin Zhengting, I won't hurt you, because I appreciate you."  

 

Xu Zheng also smile: "I hope so. I don't know how Mr. Huo is preparing. I think Lu Moyan will go to Jin's 

villa."  

 

Huo Tingchen Yin ruthless smile: "so far, Jin Ying has not let me down."  

Chapter 565 



 

Unknowingly busy all day, now it is evening, sunset west, most of the company's employees are off duty, 

only a few sporadic departments are still busy figure.  

 

Zhao Tongxin finished the last document and lazily stretched out a little. She was too focused on her 

work and forgot the time. However, according to the reports sent by the wrong departments, today's 

turnover is very gratifying. It can be seen that her business philosophy is still welcomed by consumers, 

which is undoubtedly her biggest motivation.  

 

Now that the company is on the right track, she can't help but breathe a sigh of relief.  

 

"Tong Xin, you have been working for more than eight hours. If the boss knows, he may be furious."  

 

When Shaoyuan saw that she had finally finished her work, she could not help but breathe a sigh of 

relief. She urged Zhao Tongxin many times in the middle of the way, but now there are a lot of things in 

the company, so Zhao Tongxin ignored her.  

 

However, she also knows that the company will be very busy during this period of time, and many things 

need the president Zhao Tongxin to make decisions, so she did not enforce them according to Jin 

Zhengting's orders.  

 

"Spoon, today's situation is special. Besides, if you don't tell me, how can the court know?"  

 

Zhao Tong Xin, who is in a good mood, makes a joke. Although she is really tired, she feels that all her 

efforts are worth it when she looks at the company's gradual profits.  

 

"If you don't tell me, I'll know."  

 

Jin Zhengting's voice came from the door. Zhao Tong looked up with a little surprise and saw Jin 

Zhengting's angular and handsome face.  

 

He stood at the door with a smile, not always cold in his eyes, but with a special pity. He could see the 

tired look on Zhao Tongxin's face, which also proved that she was really working hard for her oath.  

 

"Zhengting, here you are."  

 

Zhao Tong quickly picked up the papers on his desk, came to Jin Zhengting and said with a smile that 

after a busy afternoon, when he saw him, his heart would be filled with an inexplicable sense of joy.  

 

Now there are employees passing by one after another in the corridor. When they see Jin Zhengting 

here, they all bow politely and leave quickly. Naturally, they see Jin and Zhao are preparing for warmth, 

so no one wants to be a light bulb.  

 

However, employees will secretly take a look at it. After all, the gossip of Mr. Jin and Mr. Zhao is one of 



their favorite entertainment items.  

 

Jin Zhengting didn't disappoint everyone. When Zhao Tongxin came over, he took her into his arms and 

gave her a deep kiss on her forehead, showing his love again.  

 

It's just that he doesn't want to show off his feelings with Zhao Tongxin, and he doesn't need to share 

them with others. He just loves her, so he hopes to reduce her fatigue with such actions.  

 

Jin Zhengting never said sweet words, but he always knew when and how to make Zhao Tong happy.  

 

As long as he can see her happy, this is also his greatest happiness. What Jin Zhengting, who is the 

president of Jiangbin first financial group, really needs is this kind of light and warm happiness.  

 

"So many people are watching."  

 

Although she had been used to Jin Zhengting's intimate behavior that made her blush in front of people 

for a long time, now there are many people in the corridor, so she is still a little shy. Her beautiful face is 

flushed, but it adds a little more charm.  

 

"Boss, you talk first. I'll go downstairs and have a look."  

 

Spoon garden naturally will not be a light bulb, so I found an excuse to leave the office. Now there are 

only two of them.  

 

"Tong Xin, it's hard for you."  

 

Jin Zhengting held Zhao Tongxin in his arms and stroked her long hair with his slender hand. He knew 

that she didn't have to work so hard. The reason why she was so busy was all for him.  

 

Two people together for so long, so there is no special moved, but he will not think it is Zhao Tongxin, 

this is a matter of course, some feelings, will only be put in his heart, and will be forever.  

 

"It's OK. I'm not tired. Zhengting, you know, today's turnover is more than 10 million. Except for finished 

products, the company's income will be more than 5 million a day. According to the current income, it's 

no worse than when we were in the jewelry industry."  

 

Zhao Tongxin is a little proud to say that the catering company was founded completely in accordance 

with her ideas, and her business philosophy and mode all come from her creativity. She is really happy 

to achieve such achievements.  

 

More importantly, she knows that in order to resist Huo Tingchen's capital invasion, Jin Zhengting has 

invested almost all of his working capital in various industries. Now the funds he can mobilize are very 

limited, so the company's income is a little more, which can better relieve the pressure Jin Zhengting is 

facing.  



 

"Well, it's a great achievement. When I first completed a project on my own, my daily income was only 

tens of millions."  

 

With a smile in his eyes, Jin Zhengting said faintly that he was not showing off, because from the first 

day he entered the business world, everyone was exclaiming that a business genius was born.Zhao Tong 

heart gently Duqi small mouth: "Zhengting, you know hit me, you know this is my first time to do 

business, also don't know to encourage me, but also take me with you, how can I surpass you."  

 

She seldom speaks in such a coquettish tone, which only shows that she is in a good mood now. 

Moreover, because Jin Zhengting is around, she has been a strong woman all afternoon. Now it's time to 

change her role and be his little woman.  

 

A woman can not always be a role, even in the face of the man who loves her most, she should learn to 

get along with him in different ways, so as to maintain the freshness of a man. Zhao Tongxin has never 

learned these, but she also understands this truth, because it is a woman's natural instinct.  

 

Jin Zhengting has a strange look in his eyes. He seems to like Zhao Tongxin's tone very much. No man 

doesn't like his woman talking to him in a coquetry tone, unless that man doesn't like this woman.  

 

He took Zhao Tongxin's slender waist and gave her a kiss on her pretty face with a smile: "I didn't 

compare you with me. I just want to make it clear that it's very good for you to achieve such 

achievements, but now is not the time to be proud. You know, when people are most proud, they are 

also the most likely to fail."  

 

Zhao Tong blinked his beautiful eyes and listened to him carefully. Then he nodded his head solemnly: "I 

will remember it, Zhengting."  

 

She understood that Jin Zhengting didn't mean to destroy the current atmosphere. He just passed on his 

life experience to her, which really benefited her a lot.  

 

"Zhengting, why are you here?"  

 

Just as they were hugging each other, the door of the office next to them opened. Yang ziye moved out 

of the room with a tired face. His listless look was like kidney deficiency. However, when he saw Jin 

Zhengting coming, his face immediately changed into light.  

 

Jin Zhengting is here to pick up Zhao Tongxin, which means that Zhao Tongxin can get off work, and the 

president doesn't have to work any more. As a vice president, he finally said goodbye to the documents 

that he had a headache at a glance. From this point of view, Jin Zhengting is his Savior.  

 

After all, he and Zhao Tongxin belong to a joint catering company, and their division of labor is very 

clear, but he didn't expect Zhao Tongxin to be so bold. He spent a whole afternoon sitting in the office. 

He was already fed up with this prison like working mode, but Zhao Tongxin didn't get off work, so he 



was embarrassed to leave, and finally persisted until now In the past, he felt that his life had become 

gray.  

 

"I'll pick up Tong Xin. Ziye, would you like to have dinner with me?"  

 

Jin Zhengting takes Zhao Tongxin's hand and answers faintly.  

 

Yang ziye quickly waved his hand: "no, please don't see Mr. Zhao's face tonight, otherwise I will have 

nightmares at night. Now I'm going out to be warm. Don't disturb me."  

 

With that, Yang ziye runs away. You don't need to ask him. He should have gone into the nightclub to 

find a beautiful woman. Today's misfortune is gone.  

 

"Zhengting, I'm too strict with ziye. He's really not suitable for business."  

 

Zhao Tong Xin blinks her beautiful eyes and asks, she is not sure whether it is the right choice to force 

Yang ziye to this position. Jin Zhengting is a full expert in personnel selection, so she has to ask him for 

his opinions.  

 

Jin Zhengting said with a faint smile: "this guy is used to being loose at ordinary times. He needs this kind 

of constraint to make him settle down to work. In fact, he is stronger than me in some aspects, but he is 

not willing to give full play to his talent. When ziye's talent comes into full play, there will be one more 

business tycoon in Jiangbin."  

 

His evaluation of Yang ziye is still very high. They are good friends growing up together. Jin Zhengting's 

eyes on people are so accurate, so Zhao Tongxin believes his views on Yang ziye.  

 

"It seems that I will have to restrain him more severely in the future."  

 

Zhao Tong said with a smile, took Jin Zhengting's hand and said, "do we want to try our company's 

products?"  

 

"I'm here to pick you up this time because there are some important things to discuss. Today has 

passed, and there are six days left to start the gambling Stone Fair. At this time, we need to make a 

plan."  

 

Jin Zhengting said faintly, but Zhao Tongxin's eyes lit up. As Jin Zhengting's secretary before, he had 

never participated in the discussion of such a major event. Today, Jin Zhengting specially came to meet 

her, which means that Jin Zhengting no longer regards her as a weak little girl, but a core member of the 

group.  

 

This is undoubtedly a recognition and affirmation of Zhao Tong's ability.  

 

"Well, let's go now. It's really tense, so we're going to waste our time."  



 

Zhao Tong Xin took Jin Zhengting's hand and was about to leave, but he was held by Jin Zhengting with a 

smile: "no matter how urgent the time is, it's still necessary to have dinner, let alone my wife's 

invitation. I don't think any man will refuse it."  

 

Zhao Tong Xin's heart fluttered. Although Jin Zhengting kept a silent and arrogant image in most cases, 

sometimes he could say the right love words. He was indeed a person with high IQ and EQ. even if the 

silence was caused by his sex, he would change it properly when he was with Zhao Tong Xin own.A 

relationship needs two people's compromise and tacit understanding to maintain. Like Zhao Tongxin, he 

is trying to take care of the relationship, so that she will keep fresh forever.  

 

"Although I don't want to be your light bulb at all, I still want to ask, can you bring me one?"  

 

I don't know when, Cheng Mohan has been standing beside them with a smile, his eyes with an 

inexplicable expression, looking at Jin Zhengting light said.  

 

Jin Zhengting was ready immediately. He wanted to talk to them, so he nodded and said, "of course, as 

long as you don't feel crowded."  

 

Cheng Mohan laughs: "don't worry, Mr. Jin, I just want to say a few words to you. After that, I will leave. 

I won't disturb you and Tong Xin's romantic dinner."  

Chapter 566 

 

Several people drive to a nearby chain restaurant. Rong Lei calls the manager in advance and learns that 

Mr. Jin and Mr. Zhao are coming to the restaurant for dinner. He sets up a sign to suspend business 

outside the door early to wait for Mr. Jin and his party.  

 

In fact, it was ordered by Jin Zhengting, because he knew that what Cheng Mohan said to him must be 

very important, so he needed an environment without interruption.  

 

After they come to the restaurant, Rong Lei and Xu Yanke lead the way and check every corner. They are 

all experts in this aspect. After confirming that there is no eavesdropping equipment in the restaurant, 

they ask Jin Zhengting and Zhao Tongxin to go in. Then they stand around them with Shaoyuan and 

watch whether there are suspicious people around them.  

 

When the three of them sat down, the restaurant manager immediately ordered the chef to serve. He 

was also very nervous. Mr. Jin was the highest level of the group. He was a big man at this level. He was 

a small restaurant manager who really didn't have a chance to contact him.  

 

"Mr. Jin, do you know what kind of person Zhao Si is?"  

 

After sitting down, Cheng Mohan doesn't stop talking and asks directly.  

 



Jin Zhengting nodded faintly: "I know that he is the gambling king who retired from the world more than 

ten years ago, but I really don't know that he is also a member of the Huo family."  

 

"It seems that Mr. Jin has collected very detailed information about Huo Tingchen's followers. At the 

beginning, he was the person my grandmother placed beside me, and I didn't expect that he would be a 

member of the Huo family. This time, I want to tell you about this."  

 

Cheng Mohan's eyebrows slightly wrinkled, obviously what he wanted to say was more serious.  

 

"Brother Xiaomo, if you have anything to say, it has been checked here. Huo Tingchen will not know 

what we are talking about."  

 

Zhao Tong Xin knows that he is worried that he might be eavesdropped, which shows that this matter is 

very important.  

 

"Well, I have collected Zhao Si's information before, but his whereabouts are very secret, so the 

information is very few. But I know that when he wandered in Southeast Asia, he was called the king of 

gambling. But not only his skills, but also his skill of gambling on stones and trees has reached the stage 

of perfection."  

 

Cheng Mohan said in a low voice that these are the information he has collected over the years, which 

even Jin Zhengting didn't know. Of course, Zhao Si has never been active in Jiangbin, and Jin Zhengting 

naturally won't pay attention to such a person.  

 

Jin Zhengting nodded his head lightly, but he didn't speak. Zhao Tongxin asked: "brother Xiaomo, what 

does this have to do with us?"  

 

"If Huo Tingchen and Cheng mobing jointly hold the gambling stone meeting, with Zhao Si's gambling 

stone technology and Tong Xin's keen sense of the original stone, I think we will get the rare original 

stone in the first round, so that we can defeat Huo Tingchen's plot to accumulate capital by using the 

gambling stone meeting."  

 

Cheng Mohan pondered that he learned from others that Zhao Tongxin was a gambling stone appraiser 

of Jin Zhengting group who participated in the gambling stone meeting, and probably understood her 

keen sense of the original stone, but he always felt that it was not safe to do so, so he thought of Zhao 

Si's gambling stone technology.  

 

"But Zhao Si is a member of the Huo family and Huo Tingchen's staff. How can he help us? And you have 

also said that he may have been poisoned by Huo Tingchen now."  

 

Zhao Tongxin is more puzzled. She doesn't know what Cheng Mohan means by suddenly mentioning 

this. It's impossible to ask Zhao Si to help them. What's more, now Zhao Si doesn't know his life and 

death. With her understanding of Huo Tingchen, I'm afraid Zhao Si is really in danger now.  

 



"Tong Xin, let him go on. If it's just like this, he won't come to us."  

 

Jin Zhengting says calmly that he has understood Cheng Mohan's mind. It seems that there should be a 

person who is similar to the king of gambling. What Cheng Mohan really wants to say should be this 

person.  

 

Cheng Mo Han said with a faint smile: "it's still Mr. Jin's keen eyes. In fact, I didn't expect Zhao Si to 

serve us, but his apprentice."  

 

"Apprentice? Are you the apprentice of the king of gamblers  

 

Jin Zhengting asked faintly, but there was a strange flash in his eyes, as if he had thought of something.  

 

"Mr. Jin is right. Ten years ago, when the king of gambling took over the mountain, he took a teenager 

as an apprentice. It seems that he has taught him all the skills without reservation. It's just that he can't 

find the information of that child because it's too far away now."  

 

Cheng Mohan said with some regret: "according to the information found by my staff, the child's skill is 

superior to that of the king of gamblers, so I want to tell Mr. Jin that it depends on luck to find this clue, 

but Mr. Jin's energy is so powerful, I think it should be very promising."  

 

Jin Zhengting's eyes flashed: "is there any characteristic of the apprentice of the gambling king?"  

 

Cheng Mohan shook his head: "I don't know. At that time, my staff only collected a little information 

about his apprentice. They knew that the gambler's Apprentice lived in a big mountain. It seemed that 

his surname was ma."  

 

Jin Zhengting and Zhao Tongxin look at each other. When he sees Zhao Tongxin's surprise in his eyes, he 

smiles and nods his head. At the same time, they think of a person, that is, the pony left behind in 

Southeast Asia's original stone mining area."Zhengting, can't it be such a coincidence?"  

 

Zhao Tongxin still asked some questions that she didn't believe. She didn't expect that the pony, who 

always had a naive smile and was very simple and honest, would be the close disciple of the king of 

gambling.  

 

Jin Zhengting said with a smile: "from the skill he showed on the gambling boat and the unique skill of 

flying cards in Southeast Asia, I think only the king of gambling can train him, so I can be sure that pony 

is the apprentice of the king of gambling."  

 

"Why, Mr. Jin, Tong Xin, do you know the whereabouts of the king of gamblers' apprentice?"  

 

Listening to their conversation, Cheng Mohan's face also shows a surprise. He really has nowhere to 

find. Unexpectedly, the gambling king's apprentice is Zhao Tong's employee.  

 



"Yes, he is now in Southeast Asia, and can be contacted at any time. But if you want him to participate in 

the gambling Stone Fair, you need to inform him as soon as possible. After all, it's a long way to go, so as 

to avoid any accident on the way."  

 

Zhao Tongxin said with a smile that originally, she had to bear a lot of pressure for the stone gambling 

meeting. Now Cheng Mohan has found a person who can help her share the pressure, and her mood 

immediately relaxed a lot, with a sense of relief.  

 

Jin Zhengting always pays attention to her expression. Seeing that she is relieved, her eyes show a trace 

of heartache. After all, she is a girl, and the pressure on her body is too great.  

 

He subconsciously grasped Zhao Tongxin's hand. Zhao Tongxin's face turned red, but he didn't take back 

the hand he was holding. The two people clasped their fingers together.  

 

Cheng Mohan looked at the interaction of the two people with a smile, stood up and said: "well, I've 

already said it. I don't care about the rest. I'm going back to work tomorrow without disturbing you for 

dinner."  

 

After that, he turned around and left the restaurant without saying hello, because he didn't want people 

to see the envious look on his face. If he could find a suitable partner to spend the rest of his life with, it 

would be very happy.  

 

"Zhengting, it seems that this gambling meeting can really defeat Huo Tingchen's plot."  

 

Zhao Tongxin is a little excited to say that she knows that Huo Tingchen and Cheng mobing have made a 

lot of money in order to plan the gambling Stone Fair this time. Not to mention the value of that rare 

stone, there are more than one billion. The cost of other kinds of gambling stones is very high. Of 

course, she understands that these gambling stones are bait, and the purpose is to let the rich take the 

bait.  

 

It has to be said that Huo Tingchen's wishful thinking at this gambling meeting is very good. In addition 

to this rare stone, there are also some valuable stones, but their value is much lower than that of the 

rare stone. However, it is enough to attract people to gamble. Although the cost of 10 million yuan to 

choose a piece is not low, it is still a good choice for the rich It's worth taking risks. After all, if you 

gamble more than one billion yuan with 10 million yuan, although the probability is lower, there will still 

be a lot of people to try.  

 

Maybe they all rely on the appraisers who are hired at a high price, so they are more confident in 

selecting rare stones. This is Huo Tingchen's brilliant place. He has already made it clear that he can take 

the appraisers to participate in the gambling meeting, but Zhao Tongxin is still very sober. Since he can 

say so, it means that he has already made preparations to deal with it. Huo Tingchen is in a certain place 

They are very similar to Jin Zhengting in some things. They never do anything they are not sure about.  

 

Jin Zhengting frowned and pondered. He was obviously thinking about something important. He didn't 



respond to Zhao Tongxin's words for the time being. Zhao Tongxin knew his characteristics very well, so 

he didn't wake him up. Instead, he sat quietly beside him and waited for his results.  

 

A moment later, Jin Zhengting regained his mind and could see that he was just engaged in a fierce 

ideological struggle: "no, we don't do it in the first few rounds. We will do it after Huo Tingchen has 

accumulated enough capital."  

 

Zhao Tongxin was stunned. She couldn't figure out why Jin Zhengting made such a decision, so she 

asked, "Zhengting, isn't this the same as watching Huo Tingchen accumulate capital?"  

 

"Yes, I want him to drain the capital of those rich people in Jiangbin."  

 

Jin Zhengting's eyes twinkled with wisdom and explained: "Tong Xin, you don't understand the current 

situation. Although the group has invested all the funds to deal with Huo Tingchen's capital invasion, it 

also makes many rich people unable to invest. They have a lot of dissatisfaction with the group."  

 

Zhao Tong's heart is ice snow smart. Jin Zhengting only said half of it, and she probably understood what 

he meant: "although those rich people are afraid of the strength of the group and dare not fall to Huo 

Tingchen's side, over time, they will be more dissatisfied with us. One day, they will burst out. We can 

use this gambling fair to let Huo Tingchen drain their wealth, This is tantamount to the destruction of 

our potential enemies  

 

"At the same time, we will get the rare stone again, so that Huo Tingchen's wealth accumulated through 

gambling stone will be equal to giving us a change of direction."  

 

Jin Zhengting smiles faintly. He is a real man and never uses intrigue. However, it can't prove that he 

doesn't know how to be flexible. On the contrary, Jin Zhengting's means are always quite clever.  

 

Like life, business is full of all kinds of intrigues. If you want to survive in this circle, you have to be more 

treacherous than others."At that time, just like the last boat gambling incident, we will return the 

wealth, and the dissatisfaction of the rich will almost disappear."  

 

Although Zhao Tongxin doesn't think this method is too bright, she is not a pedantic virgin. She knows 

that she needs special methods sometimes.  

 

"No, I decided not to return it this time. Don't you find that there is no so-called emotion in the eyes of 

those rich people. They can only see interests. These animals that can only be driven by interests can 

never be left behind. They will never know my means if they don't teach the bystanders some lessons."  

 

Jin Zhengting's eyes are cold and cold. As a successful leader, he must show a kind of fierce domineering 

spirit in order to dominate the chaos of Jiangbin.  

Chapter 567 

 



Night.  

 

Today's night is very beautiful. There are many stars flashing in the sky. Although there is no moon, it is 

a little dim under the far neon embellishment. The starlight also has a warm atmosphere.  

 

Accompanied by Rong Qi, Qian Yuanyuan takes a walk in the small garden of Jin's villa. After a day, her 

mood is much better than yesterday, but her eyebrows are still a little depressed.  

 

Her spirit is not very good. Obviously, she hasn't had a good rest since yesterday. In fact, no matter how 

big the heart is, people will have a pimple.  

 

Sitting in the corridor Pavilion in a daze, Qian Yuanyuan felt at a loss because she didn't know where to 

go. Looking at the sky from afar, she couldn't tell whether the stars blinking in the sky were Lu Mo Yan's 

eyes or Lu Zhan Yan's eyes.  

 

Maybe from the bottom of her heart, Qian Yuanyuan should still love to talk. Although she hates his 

retreat, after all, her feelings are there and will always be there.  

 

After she married Lu Moyan, she thought that the sad past would never be touched. To tell you the 

truth, Lu Moyan was also good for her, which gradually healed the deep trauma Lu zhanyan brought to 

her.  

 

However, Lu Mo Yan's slap in the face completely woke her up. Maybe Lu Mo Yan had never really 

trusted himself, so when he saw that he and Lu Zhan Yan were together, he gave her a slap without 

even asking, and even had no chance to explain.  

 

She is the victim of this incident, and she is also a woman. What she needs is Lu Moyan's comfort when 

such a thing happens, but he doesn't. although she knows that men will lose their senses at this time, 

she doesn't force Lu Moyan to give her a warm embrace immediately, but after a whole day, Lu Moyan 

never comes to her.  

 

Qian Yuanyuan deliberately turned off his mobile phone, just to see how important his position in his 

heart is. If he is a man who loves him deeply and can't get through his mobile phone, he will come here 

to find her, but Lu Moyan didn't do it, which makes her feel very disappointed.  

 

"Sister Yuanyuan, don't think about it any more. Everything has happened. I don't think about it. I'd 

better look ahead."  

 

Rong Qi doesn't have any emotional experience. Naturally, she doesn't know these complicated 

emotional disputes, and she is not a good speaker. She can only use these conventional advice to 

persuade Qian Yuanyuan.  

 

Qian Yuanyuan gave a faint smile, although her smile was obviously sad.  

 



"I'm ok, Rongqi, don't accompany me all the time. I haven't had a rest all day today. I'd better have a 

rest. And tomorrow, tell Tong Xin that I'm ok. Don't waste your hands on me. I promise it will be OK."  

 

Qian Yuanyuan is very grateful for Zhao Tongxin's practice, because she knows that she is her best friend 

and is worried that she can't think of it, so she sends Rong Qi to follow her, which proves that Zhao 

Tongxin still cares about her.  

 

Qian Yuanyuan at this time may be the weakest time in his life, so he needs the care of others very 

much.  

 

"It's OK. I'm not tired. If you want to sit alone for a while, I'll go somewhere else."  

 

Rong Qi is also a considerate person. She knows that Qian Yuanyuan needs to be alone at this time, so 

she left after a word with her, but she still looks at her from a distance.  

 

Qian Yuanyuan held her chin and continued to look at the stars in the sky. Her watery eyes were slightly 

dazed. No one knew what she was thinking now?  

 

"Yuanyuan."  

 

A gentle call, that is how familiar the voice, Qian Yuan Yuan suddenly turned back, saw Lu zhanyan 

standing at the end of the corridor, as many years ago in the campus, at the end of the classroom 

corridor, he is so gentle and elegant standing there, waiting for her to fly to his direction.  

 

But now she can't do it. Even if Qian Yuanyuan knows that Lu zhanyan is also the victim of this incident, 

she can't do it as before, because in this world, there will never be time to go back.  

 

This is the price he paid for his retreat, that is to lose her forever.  

 

"Well."  

 

Qian Yuanyuan didn't know how to face Lu zhanyan. Her eyes showed a very complicated look, and she 

deliberately avoided Lu zhanyan's eyes.  

 

Lu zhanyan sighed, came to her and sat down. Although he was a bit decadent now, he still maintained 

his elegant temperament.  

 

"I'm sorry, although I know that apology is useless, but I still feel hurt you. I really blame myself. I don't 

ask you to forgive me. When Mo Yan is relieved, I'll explain to him, and I'll shoulder all my 

responsibilities. As long as you can be together, no matter what he asks me to do."  

 

Qian Yuanyuan's heart moved. She gently raised her head, looked at Lu zhanyan, and said faintly: "no, 

you should understand Mo Yan's character. He can't forgive not only you, but also me, so you'd better 

give up this naive idea, but I really want to know one thing. Do you think I will be happy when I am with 



him ？”Lu zhanyan was silent for a moment and sighed: "Yuanyuan, I know it's all my fault. If I had been 

brave at the beginning, I wouldn't have got to this point."  

 

Qian Yuanyuan gave a sad smile: "now I just want to know which position is more important in your 

heart than the Lu family's successor position?"  

 

Lu zhanyan's eyes flashed a trace of sadness: "Yuanyuan, at the beginning, I was too young. I thought 

that everything a man had was a career. But when I got a career but lost you, I found that what I really 

wanted was you. Everything else was just a passing cloud. It had no meaning at all in my heart."  

 

"Is it?"  

 

Qian Yuanyuan sneered: "when you left me, didn't you make up your mind?"  

 

Lu zhanyan's expression was gloomy: "at the beginning, I was indeed wrong. If I were given another 

chance to choose, I would not hesitate to choose you."  

 

Qian Yuanyuan's eyes flashed with watery light: "but it's too late. I've married your brother. It's 

impossible between us."  

 

Lu couldn't help sighing: "but when such a thing happened, I know Mo Yan's character better than you. 

He may not be able to continue to be with you. If it happened, I'm willing to be responsible for you. Can 

you give me a chance?"  

 

From yesterday to now, Lu zhanyan has been thinking hard about the solution. Of course, he knows his 

brother Lu Moyan very well. With Lu Moyan's temper, he is not likely to forgive Qian Yuanyuan. The 

chance of separation between the two people will be very big. Because of him, and his lingering love for 

Qian Yuanyuan, this is what he can think of The best way.  

 

Lu zhanyan will talk to his younger brother first. If he doesn't make any progress, he will take 

responsibility. After all, he is a man, and Qian Yuanyuan is his favorite.  

 

Qian Yuanyuan shook his head with a bitter smile: "do you think it's possible, even if Mo Yan won't be 

with me, but when I'm with you, what will he think? He will hate you and me, and what will others think 

of us? There will be rumors at that time. Although I'm not a famous person, it doesn't matter to me, but 

you are Jiang Bin Are you not afraid that this will damage your image? "  

 

Lu zhanyan stood up and nodded firmly: "I don't care. Of course, I will try my best to explain to Mo Yan, 

but if he is really stubborn, I will never let you bear all the responsibilities."  

 

"But my conscience can't pass. I'm sorry for Mo Yan. Do you want me to hurt him again?"  

 

Qian Yuanyuan shakes her head helplessly and closes her eyes in pain. Two lines of tears slowly slide 

down her cheek.  



 

Seeing Qian Yuanyuan's tears, Lu zhanyan's heart seems to have been shocked. He thinks of the last 

expression she left him when he was separated. Just like now, his heart is broken and helpless.  

 

I don't know why. Lu zhanyan, who has always been calm, suddenly has a fever in his head and a surge 

of blood. Over the years, the feelings in his heart are like volcanic eruptions. He suddenly holds Qian 

Yuanyuan in his arms, so tightly.  

 

"Go away, we can't do this."  

 

Qian Yuanyuan broke away symbolically for a few times. In fact, when she smelled the peculiar smell of 

the most familiar man, her heart and body had softened. Even if the man holding her hurt herself twice, 

it seemed so insignificant compared with the best time before.  

 

Finally, she gave up the struggle, but she still rejected Lu zhanyan to a certain extent. After all, she left 

the barrier after the injury in her heart, which is not able to break through for the time being.  

 

"Little stone, be good, will you?"  

 

Lu zhanyan whispered in her ear, which immediately softened Qian Yuanyuan's whole body. Many years 

ago, he held her like this and called her Xiaoshi in her ear.  

 

Those good memories of the past rush to my heart in an instant. Qian Yuanyuan seems to have found 

her long lost feelings at the moment. At this time, she is completely immersed in the past memories, 

and other things have long been forgotten.  

 

Maybe she has no love for Lu Moyan. For him, Lu Moyan is just the right person he meets at the right 

time. Although this is not fair to Lu Moyan, how can there be absolute fairness in love?  

 

She only needs a warm embrace now, and that embrace must be the man who can gently call her little 

stone.  

 

Rong Qi saw this scene from a distance and left some consciously. She didn't like this kind of picture, 

maybe because she didn't want to make herself too eager.  

 

In the woods not far away, Jin Ying said to Lu Moyan, "you've seen it. I didn't cheat you."  

 

Lu Moyan looked at the two people embracing each other, it was strange that he didn't lose his temper, 

but his eyes became more and more indifferent. At this time, his heart had become gray, cold gray.  

 

"Xiaoying, thank you for letting me see this. I'll leave first, just as if I haven't been here."Lu Mo Yan said 

coldly, and left here. Jin Ying listened to his distant steps, turned her mouth up, and showed a fierce 

smile.  

 



Obviously, she arranged everything tonight. As Xu Zheng expected, Lu Moyan would secretly go to Jin's 

villa for verification. As Huo Tingchen said, Jin Ying never let him down.  

 

When Jin Ying learned the news, she accurately calculated that Lu Moyan would come to Jin's house 

tonight, so she specially told Lu zhanyan that Qian Yuanyuan was sitting alone in the park. She was 

afraid that she would be upset by herself and asked him to accompany her.  

 

At the same time, Jin Ying knows very well that when they meet at this time, there will be some sparks. 

At this time, Lu Moyan just came to Jin's house, and under the guidance of Jin Ying, he saw their 

infidelity.  

 

Every detail is just right. This is Jin Ying's ability. She knows that Lu Moyan must have been convinced of 

everything Huo Tingchen said. At this time, Lu Moyan has regarded all the members of Jin Zhengting 

group as enemies. It can be said that Huo Tingchen's plan has been completely successful this time.  

 

Jin Ying gave a cold smile, groped and went back to her room alone. In fact, she felt that it was the same 

everywhere, and the whole world was only dark.  

Chapter 568 

 

Lu Moyan drove away from Jin's villa, just like when he came here, without disturbing anyone.  

 

He sat alone in the car, his eyes became colder and colder. At first, he didn't believe Huo Tingchen's 

words, but what happened in front of him confirmed that Huo Tingchen's words were right, that is, Qian 

Yuanyuan and Lu zhanyan had been having an affair for a long time, but everyone was hiding him from 

him, which strengthened his idea of revenge on everyone.  

 

He parked his car on the side of the road, picked up his mobile phone and dialed Xu Zheng's number. 

Although he had agreed to cooperate with Huo Tingchen, it was obvious that Lu Moyan believed Xu 

Zheng more than him.  

 

Lu Moyan feels that Xu Zheng is not a simple character. He can quietly become Huo Tingchen's most 

trusted subordinate from a playboy, which proves that he still has a very strong ability.  

 

Moreover, compared with the crazy Huo Tingchen, Xu Zheng is also more rational. If Lu Moyan is 

allowed to choose, he still thinks that Xu Zheng should get along better.  

 

"Mo Yan, what's the matter?"  

 

Xu Zheng's voice came from the phone, including the voice of pushing cups and changing cups, as well as 

the voice of women's charm. The Xu family's son is almost the same as the rumor, and he will linger in 

all kinds of romantic places in the evening.  

 

In fact, Xu Zheng did it on purpose. Although he has gradually shown his ambition, it's better not to be 



known all over the city at this time. Therefore, he often shows himself as a dandy.  

 

"I want to talk to you. Do you have time now?"  

 

Lu Mo Yan's voice is full of coldness that can freeze everything. Now he is like a completely changed 

person. It can be seen how hard this incident has hit him.  

 

Xu Zheng pauses on the other side of the phone, and then says: "well, you come to my house to find me. 

But you should be careful on the way. Don't let people find out. Mo Yan, we have known each other for 

so many years. I think it's necessary to remind you that Huo Tingchen probably sent someone to 

monitor you. He doesn't trust me very much now, so it's better not to let us meet at this time He knows  

 

After receiving Lu Mo Yan's call, Xu Zheng felt that Lu Mo Yan didn't particularly trust Huo Tingchen, so 

he chose to call himself. This is a time when all parties maintain a delicate balance. If anyone can win Lu 

Mo Yan's power, then he can really make a great contribution.  

 

At the same time, he also knows that Huo Tingchen should keep a state of surveillance on everyone, so 

when he meets Lu Moyan now, he has to bear the corresponding risks, but what he needs most is to 

develop his own strength, so he chooses to meet Lu Moyan at risk.  

 

"Well, I'll be there in fifteen minutes. Don't get drunk."  

 

Lu Moyan said coldly and started the car.  

 

After Xu Zheng hung up the phone, he also pushed away the two beauties who nestled beside him and 

rushed home.  

 

On the way home, he carefully looked in the rear-view mirror and found that there was a car with him at 

the rear, always keeping a certain distance. No matter how he turned, it was like a piece of gum sticking 

behind him. It must be Huo Tingchen who sent to watch him.  

 

There is a smile of disdain on Xu Zheng's face. Huo Tingchen is really not Jin Zhengting's opponent, 

which can be seen from this.  

 

One of the important reasons why Huo Tingchen and Jin Zhengting group can maintain a balance of 

power that no one can help each other is that Cheng mobing helped him share a lot of pressure from Jin 

Zhengting, so that he would not be crushed by Jin Zhengting's pursuit.  

 

But at this time, he began to worry about Cheng mobing and Xu Zheng, who can influence the trend of 

the situation. Moreover, when there are strong enemies like Jin Zhengting, it shows that his vision is not 

long-term enough.  

 

According to Xu Zheng's assumption, we should give up those plans for the future at this time, and the 

two sides should cooperate wholeheartedly to deal with Jin Zhengting. However, according to Huo 



Tingchen's performance, it will not be too long before he loses to Jin Zhengting completely.  

 

So now he has to figure out a good strategy, because once Jin Zhengting takes Huo Tingchen, it's time to 

turn around and deal with him and Cheng mobing. At this time, Lu Moyan is very important, which is 

why he is willing to meet Lu Moyan at the risk of being suspected by Huo Tingchen.  

 

Soon he returned to the Xu family's mansion. The car that followed him went out far away, but he didn't 

leave around the Xu family. It can be imagined that Huo Tingchen had no trust in Xu Zheng, otherwise he 

would not have adopted this 24-hour surveillance strategy.  

 

When he came to the living room, several bodyguards guarding the door called over and gave orders in 

a low voice. The bodyguards nodded their heads and then left. He was not afraid that Huo Tingchen 

knew he was meeting Lu Moyan, but he didn't want Huo Tingchen to know what he was talking to Lu 

Moyan.  

 

After a while, led by the bodyguards, Lu Moyan went to the living room. The bodyguards immediately 

dispersed and patrolled around to prevent someone from eavesdropping on Xu Zheng's conversation 

with Lu Moyan.  

 

"Mo Yan, what's the matter?"  

 

Xu Zheng said faintly and poured a glass of wine for Lu Moyan. While pouring the wine, he secretly 

observed Lu Moyan's expression. After seeing his slightly ferocious face, Xu Zheng already guessed that 

he must have gone to Jin's villa. Under Jin Ying's special arrangement, he found the evidence of Lu 

zhanyan and Qian Yuanyuan stealing Qing."Huo Tingchen didn't cheat me. What he said was true. I saw 

it all with my own eyes."  

 

Lu Mo Yan coldly said, picked up the glass and drank.  

 

Xu Zheng's eyes kept flashing. These were all planned by them, so they didn't come as a surprise. 

However, they alerted him to the performance of Jin Ying, who had been undercover in Jin's villa.  

 

Although Jin Zhengting's younger sister doesn't seem to show up at ordinary times, from these actions, 

she can really grasp every detail very well, from which we can see that she still has extraordinary ability.  

 

This also gives Xu Zheng the idea of wooing Jin Ying, but he has not yet thought of a way to persuade Jin 

Ying.  

 

"Well, Mo Yan, I advise you not to take it too seriously. Women are just like clothes. You can buy as 

many as you want."  

 

Xu Zheng casually said that his attitude towards women was like this before. As long as he had money in 

his hand, he could buy as many clothes as he wanted. Similarly, he could buy as many women as he 

wanted.  



 

"But he is my elder brother. Why don't you let me take it to heart?"  

 

Lu Mo Yan clenched his teeth and said that the person he hates most now should be Lu Zhan Yan. His 

brother robbed his wife, which he could not swallow.  

 

"Mo Yan, what Huo Tingchen said is not wrong at all. The reason why he didn't stay with Qian Yuanyuan 

at the beginning was that he was afraid of losing his position as the successor of the Lu family. Only you 

would be so stupid and marry Qian Yuanyuan back. As a result, the Lu family's property has nothing to 

do with you. You have been designed for so long, and now what you still remember is a woman, you 

Can't you be a little promising? "  

 

Xu Zheng sneered and said that his heart is also very clear, now for Lu Moyan, only let his anger 

completely burst out, will be determined to cooperate with himself.  

 

"Don't say any more. I've decided to take out all the three billion dollars of our company as an 

investment in your catering company. I hope you won't let me down."  

 

Lu Moyan looked at Xu Zheng coldly and said that his fist had been clenched, and he could see the 

protruding veins, which proved that he was in a state of extreme anger.  

 

"There's no problem. Don't you believe in my ability? To tell you the truth, the reason why I've endured 

for so many years is to be able to stand out one day. When we stand at the top of the river, what are 

you going to do with them  

 

When Xu Zheng laughed, he patted Lu Moyan on the shoulder and said, "you should not come to me 

just for investment, right?"  

 

"Of course not. I might as well tell you frankly that I don't trust Huo Tingchen. I think it's better to talk 

about it with you alone."  

 

Lu Mo Yan's eyes became deep. Although he was in a state of extreme anger, he still maintained his 

basic sense.  

 

He used to be one of the core members of Jin Zhengting group. It's natural for him to have a natural 

resistance to Huo Tingchen, so he now puts his treasure on Xu Zheng. In his opinion, Xu Zheng has the 

same characteristics as Huo Tingchen. Moreover, Xu Zheng is not too crazy, and he won't be as nervous 

when he cooperates with Huo Tingchen 。  

 

"Well, Mo Yan, I admire your vision. Today, let's have a frank talk. Yes, I am attached to Huo Tingchen, 

but that's not my life style. I will try my best to develop my own strength, and then knock down all the 

people in front of me. That's my ambition. Of course, Huo Tingchen and I still have some problems The 

difference, at least I will not like him, after using others to get rid of  

 



Xu Zheng looked at Lu Moyan with burning eyes and said that what he said was the truth. At this time, 

he had to tell the truth to show his sincerity, and he really would not be as cold-blooded as Huo 

Tingchen.  

 

"I have known your ambition for a long time. Since you helped Huo Tingchen, that's why I came to you. I 

don't ask much. As long as I get back what I lost, all the benefits will be yours if I succeed. From now on, I 

will fully support you."  

 

Lu Mo Yan doesn't need to negotiate. He says what he wants. He just wants to get everything back from 

the Lu family, because Lu Zhan Yan has taken it from him with despicable means.  

 

"No, I'll give you more if you can support me now."  

 

Xu Zheng said with a smile that he now seems to have become a winner and is wantonly dividing up the 

fruits of victory.  

 

"Besides investing in catering companies, what else do you want me to do for you?"  

 

Lu Moyan is not moved by Xu Zheng's conditions. He is also a man who can control himself. Xu Zheng 

appreciates this very much. Working with such partners is much more reliable than working with Huo 

Tingchen.  

 

"Not for the time being."  

 

Xu Zheng said with a smile that he was thinking about the capital he could control. With the billion yuan 

that Huo tingchi gave him, and the three billion yuan that Cheng mobing put together, now there is Lu 

Moyan's three billion yuan. These capitals can crush Zhao Tongxin's catering company. If this is the 

breakthrough, it will soon destroy the existing problems in his mind A long time old enemy, Jin 

Zhengting.Just when their wine glasses collide, Lu Moyan's mobile phone suddenly rings. He takes it up 

and finds that it's Yang ziye.  

 

Lu Mo Yan doesn't have to think about what Yang ziye is going to say, so he has to hang up. But Xu 

Zheng stops him. He shakes his head and says, "take his call."  

 

"Mo Yan, where are you?"  

 

Lu Moyan pressed the answer button, and Yang ziye's voice came out of the receiver.  

 

"Drinking. What's the matter?"  

 

Lu Mo Yan's cold reply.  

 

Yang ziye didn't seem to recognize the abnormality in his tone: "I'll go to you and give me the address."  

 



As soon as Xu Zheng's eyes brightened, he thought of a plan that could weaken Huo Tingchen, and said 

to Lu Moyan in a very low voice, "ask him out."  

Chapter 569 

 

After hanging up Yang ziye's phone, Lu Moyan said to Xu Zheng, who looked down and thought, "I've 

asked Yang ziye to the bar we often go to. What do you want to do?"  

 

Xu Zheng raised his head and said with a smile, "I want to give him to Huo Tingchen."  

 

"What?"  

 

Lu Mo Yan suddenly stood up and said, "it's no good. I will never let you do this. Yang ziye is my friend. 

He didn't do anything sorry for me. I won't betray him."  

 

But Xu Zheng waved his hand with a smile and motioned him to sit down: "Mo Yan, you misunderstood 

me. I don't really want to give him to Huo Tingchen, but for your consideration."  

 

"For me? It's true that ziye is Jin Zhengting's friend, but I can't use ziye to deal with Jin Zhengting. "  

 

Lu Moyan is extremely determined to say that he is full of anger at those people in Jin Zhengting group, 

but he still retains his rationality. He will never allow himself to betray Yang ziye.  

 

"You don't understand me. You can give Yang ziye to Huo Tingchen and ask Jin Zhengting to exchange Lu 

zhanyan for Yang ziye, so that you can get revenge."  

 

Xu Zheng replied with a smile, but his eyes flickered with uncertain light, obviously not as simple as he 

said.  

 

"I just started to cooperate with Huo Tingchen. He can't listen to me."  

 

Lu Moyan is moved by Xu Zheng's words, but he also knows that once Huo Tingchen controls Yang ziye, 

he is unlikely to listen to them, because Yang ziye is also Jin Zhengting's right-hand man and has a high 

utilization value.  

 

"He will certainly listen to us, ziye. If you are Huo Tingchen, do you think it is more important for Jin 

Zhengting to have Yang ziye or Lu zhanyan around him?"  

 

Xu Zheng said faintly that he believed that Lu Moyan, such a smart man, would be able to figure it out.  

 

Sure enough, Lu Mo Yan showed a clear look: "although ziye is very smart, he has not been very 

interested in business affairs. Lu zhanyan is a person who can give advice to Jin Zhengting. Although I 

don't want to admit it, Lu zhanyan is much more useful than Yang ziye."  

 



"That's our purpose."  

 

Xu Zheng laughed and said faintly: "Huo Tingchen also knows that Lu zhanyan is much more important 

than Yang ziye. If he is given a choice, he will definitely choose to do Lu zhanyan. So as long as we 

control Yang ziye, we can trade him for Lu zhanyan. As far as their relationship is concerned, we don't 

even need to ask for him. Lu zhanyan will do it himself If you change hostages, you can get revenge at 

this time. "  

 

Although he claimed that he was avenging Lu Moyan, in fact, Xu Zheng had another small plan in mind.  

 

No matter whether Yang ziye or Lu zhanyan is won in the end, it will greatly weaken Jin Zhengting's 

strength. The reason why Jin Zhengting group can still survive under the joint attack of both sides is 

mainly due to the full support of Yang and Lu, the two most powerful financial groups in Jiangbin. As 

long as one of them is destroyed, Jin Zhengting will have obvious loopholes.  

 

Huo Tingchen must know this. If he really starts with Lu zhanyan, it will be tantamount to bringing Jin 

Zhengting's hatred to him. At this time, Xu Zheng will be able to develop his strength and achieve the 

goal of watching the tiger fight.  

 

Both Jin Zhengting and Huo Tingchen will be greatly weakened because of this. This is the real purpose 

of Xu Zheng.  

 

"All right, but you must keep ziye safe."  

 

Lu Moyan is silent for a while, and finally nods to agree with Xu Zheng's plan, but he still doesn't want 

Yang ziye to be hurt.  

 

"Don't worry, Yang ziye is of great value. Even if we don't say it, Huo Tingchen will treat him well."  

 

Xu Zheng said with a smile that as long as Lu Moyan agreed, the plan would go smoothly.  

 

He picked up his mobile phone and dialed Huo Tingchen: "Mr. Huo, I have a good news to tell you."  

 

Huo Tingchen hasn't gone to bed yet. After a deathsome love affair with long Jiu, he is thinking about 

the current situation while smoking. He is still troubled by Jin Zhengting group's containment policy. 

Although Lu Moyan's participation can alleviate the current predicament, he wants to defeat Jin 

Zhengting fundamentally, which can't be achieved by one more Lu Moyan thing.  

 

After hearing Xu Zheng's words, Huo Tingchen's face immediately changed. He agreed with Xu Zheng's 

ability and was also very wary of him: "Oh? What's the good news? "  

 

"Mo Yan and I are together. He has already led Yang ziye out. I don't think he will have many people 

around him. It should not be a problem to take him down at this time."  

 



Xu Zheng said lightly that this is really good news for Huo Tingchen, so he believes Huo Tingchen will be 

cheated.  

 

When Huo Tingchen heard the news, he couldn't help but move. He immediately thought about the 

value of Yang ziye, so he couldn't help feeling a little excited.  

 

"What are you going to do?"  

 

However, when he thought of Xu Zheng's idea, he paid more attention to it. Now Xu Zheng has become 

more and more restless. At this time, he must take more precautions. After all, he and Xu Zheng regard 

each other as enemies they can face in the future."Mo Yan means to control Yang ziye first, and then ask 

him to use Lu zhanyan through Jin Zhengting."  

 

Xu Zheng replied that his breathing was a little short, because he was afraid that Huo Tingchen would 

react and guess his goal, and then the previous success of the plan would be wasted.  

 

Huo Tingchen thought about it carefully. He faintly felt that it would be wrong to do so, but he also 

deeply knew the value of Yang ziye. If Yang ziye could be used in exchange for Lu zhanyan, as Xu Zheng 

said, it would be more than one stone.  

 

When he takes Lu zhanyan, it can be said that he breaks Jin Zhengting's powerful arm, and at the same 

time, he can win over Lu Moyan more deeply. He even thinks that when it comes to Lu zhanyan, it must 

be left to Lu Moyan to kill him. In this way, he can pass the hatred on to Lu Moyan without Jin 

Zhengting's crazy revenge.  

 

"Well, I'll arrange long Jiu to do it right away. You'll wait for my order at any time."  

 

Huo Tingchen soon had a decision, he said to Xu Zheng and hung up the phone.  

 

Long Jiu nestles up to him like a kitten. Her body is as thin as a newborn baby, showing her bright and 

clean body. She asks lazily: "brother, what happened? Xu Zheng calls you back so late."  

 

Huo Tingchen's eyes showed an excited look: "tell you a good news, Yang ziye will soon fall into our 

hands. According to Lu Moyan's request, he wants to use Yang ziye to replace Lu zhanyan, and then kill 

Lu zhanyan for revenge. It seems that Jin Zhengting will not have a good time this time."  

 

Dragon nine immediately sat up, her eyes also flashing excitement: "in that way, Jin Zhengting group will 

lack a reliable help, blocking our network will also have loopholes, this time we can use the capital in 

hand to occupy the market of Jiangbin."  

 

"That's right. Although Lu Moyan looks useless, he can still play a certain role at the critical moment. I'll 

trouble you this time. Remember to bring Yang ziye back safely."  

 

Huo Tingchen said with a sneer that he seemed to have seen the scene after he had finished his revenge 



on the Jin family.  

 

"Why, is killing Yang ziye different from killing Lu zhanyan? We don't have to consider Lu Moyan's 

request."  

 

Dragon nine some doubts of ask, she don't understand, anyway is Jin Zhengting's best friend, kill which 

is the same.  

 

"No, this is Xu Zheng's cunning place. He wants to lead Jin Zhengting's hatred to us. If we are deceived, 

Jin Zhengting's most crazy and merciless revenge will greet us. At this time, we just need to replace Lu 

zhanyan with Yang ziye, and then let Lu Moyan kill his brother himself by taking advantage of Lu's 

hatred. In that way, we won't be hurt Jin Zhengting will definitely find Lu Moyan for any responsibility, 

and Lu Moyan is the company that invests in Xu Zheng, so they will have a lot of trouble. "  

 

Huo Tingchen laughs. He just thought about it a little bit and guessed the purpose of Xu Zheng's doing 

this. Now he just needs to follow Xu Zheng's plan to draw Jin Zhengting's anger back to Xu Zheng.  

 

Long Jiu looked at Huo Tingchen admiringly: "brother, you're really powerful. I didn't expect that Xu 

Zheng's subtle calculation was thought of by you, and you can lead the fire to him at once."  

 

"So don't hurt Yang ziye, and after this thing is finished, we won't show up. It's all up to Xu Zheng. We 

are serious businessmen, and we won't do these fighting and killing things."  

 

Huo Tingchen stood up, Phoenix eyes flashing with a gloomy light.  

 

Bar.  

 

Yang ziye has been waiting anxiously for a long time, but he hasn't seen Lu Moyan. Today, he specially 

came to talk with Lu Moyan.  

 

All day today, he was worried about Lu Moyan. He was afraid that the Lu family would be split because 

of this misunderstanding, and he didn't want to see Lu zhanyan and Lu Moyan turn against each other. 

He felt that he had a good relationship with Lu Moyan, and his words should be audible.  

 

Out of his trust in Lu Moyan, he came here alone today. None of the bodyguards came with him, 

because he grew up with Lu Moyan. Even if Lu Moyan is likely to take refuge with Huo Tingchen now, he 

thinks that Lu Moyan is in a moment of anger and will never betray him.  

 

"Ziye."  

 

Just when he was impatient, Lu Moyan appeared in front of him.  

 

"Mo Yan, why are you here now?"  

 



Yang ziye finally breathes a sigh of relief. He thought Lu Moyan was angry, so he didn't show up. Now, 

he's still here.  

 

"Traffic jam, let's get to the point."  

 

Obviously, Lu Moyan is not in a good mood, and he is very impatient with Yang ziye.  

 

"Mo Yan, I'm looking for you to tell you that Huo Tingchen designed the relationship between Zhan Yan 

and Qian Yuanyuan. You misunderstood Zhan Yan and Qian Yuanyuan."  

 

Yang ziye never talks in a roundabout way. He tells the truth directly. He even confidently believes that 

as long as he tells the truth, Lu Moyan's misunderstanding will be solved immediately.What I didn't 

expect is that Lu Mo Yan was not moved at all. He looked at Yang ziye coldly: "it seems that you also 

know that Lu zhanyan and Qian Yuanyuan have had an affair for a long time, but you are more inclined 

to Lu zhanyan, so you didn't tell me, and you still use Huo Tingchen as a shield, right?"  

 

Yang ziye asked: "Mo Yan, what are you talking about? Why can't I understand? What do you mean that 

Zhan Yan and Qian Yuanyuan have an affair long ago? They are clearly framed by Huo Tingchen!"  

 

"Frame up? I saw them courting each other in Jin's villa with my own eyes. Is that a frame up? Originally, 

I didn't want to move you, because you are my friend, but now you deceive me for Lu zhanyan's sake, so 

from now on, you are not my friend. "  

 

Lu Moyan said coldly, and immediately turned the faces of long Jiu and Xu Zheng from the crowd. They 

were smiling at Yang ziye.  

 

Yang ziye immediately understood, his heart sank down: "Mo Yan, you betray me?"  

 

"It's not that he betrayed you, it's that you threw yourself into the net."  

 

Xu Zheng's smile is particularly brilliant.  

Chapter 570 

 

Jin family villa.  

 

Jin Zhengting put down his mobile phone, his eyebrows wrinkled deeply, his eyes flickered, and his face 

was more dignified.  

 

Zhao Tongxin has never seen him have such an expression. He feels that something serious has 

happened. Otherwise, with Jin Zhengting's calm character, he would not be like this.  

 

"What's the matter? What happened?"  

 



She doesn't know who called, so she won't know what happened.  

 

Jin Zhengting raised his head, his expression is very serious: "it's Xu Zheng."  

 

Zhao Tongxin is surprised. Although Xu Zheng and she are cousins, now he has clearly stood by Huo 

Tingchen and Cheng mobing. It will not be a good thing to call Jin Zhengting at this time.  

 

"What did he say?"  

 

Jin Zhengting took a deep breath: "he said that ziye has fallen into his hands."  

 

Zhao Tong Xin suddenly surprised: "how can Zi ye fall into Xu Zheng's hands? Is it Xu Zheng who 

deliberately deceives us?"  

 

She obviously won't believe that Yang ziye will be easily kidnapped by Xu Zheng. Now the conflict 

between the two sides has reached a white hot stage. At this time, everyone will be very careful. With 

Yang ziye's wit and the first-class bodyguards of the Yang family, Xu Zheng will definitely not succeed.  

 

"I don't think Xu Zheng is playing tricks. He used ziye's mobile phone to call me."  

 

Jin Zhengting ponders that he knows that Yang ziye's mobile phone is always attached to him, because 

in his own words, there are more than 100 girlfriends' numbers in his mobile phone, so he won't be 

relieved to give them to others.  

 

"But there are many bodyguards around him. Why did Xu Zheng kidnap him so easily?"  

 

Zhao Tongxin still doesn't believe it. Maybe any core member of Huo Tingchen group is an expert in 

trickery. Even she, who always believes in trust between people, can't easily believe their words.  

 

"It's very likely that ziye wants to solve the misunderstanding between zhanyan and Mo Yan, but Xu 

Zheng has calculated it. He must have used some method to make Mo Yan believe that zhanyan and 

Qian Yuanyuan have had an affair for a long time, which completely stimulates Mo Yan's anger. That's 

why Mo Yan listens to him."  

 

Jin Zhengting pondered that he might have guessed the overall plan of Huo Tingchen group, and Lu 

Moyan is now their most valuable chess piece.  

 

"As long as you think about the whole thing, you will find a lot of strange things. Mo Yan should not be 

such a cheat, right?"  

 

Zhao Tongxin also realized that, but she felt that Lu Moyan would not be cheated by their words. 

Although men would have a fever in the face of such things, they would not completely lose their basic 

judgment like Lu Moyan.  

 



"This is what worries me the most. I still suspect that someone inside is colluding with Huo Tingchen 

group. They must have used the role of the traitor to let Mo Yan see Zhan Yan and Qian Yuanyuan 

together. That's why Mo Yan chose to believe in Xu Zheng."  

 

Jin Zhengting said with a burning eye that when they first returned to Jin's villa, Rong Qi told them that 

Lu zhanyan and Qian Yuanyuan were showing signs of rekindling their old love. At that time, they didn't 

care too much about it.  

 

It can be said that Lu zhanyan and Qian Yuanyuan were originally separated. It's normal for them to have 

feelings. Moreover, this kind of thing happened again, which was misunderstood by Lu Moyan. 

Therefore, the relationship between the two people can be understood. As long as there is no real 

stealing, neither Jin Zhengting nor Zhao Tongxin will say anything.  

 

According to Jin Zhengting's understanding of Lu zhanyan, he even knows that Lu zhanyan is only making 

a commitment to Qian Yuanyuan, but now when the matter between Qian Yuanyuan and Lu Moyan is 

not clear, Lu zhanyan will strictly abide by the bottom line.  

 

However, if Lu Mo Yan bumps into this incident, the nature of it will completely change. Huo Tingchen or 

Xu Zheng can say that it also provides a space for Lu Zhan Yan and Qian Yuan Yuan to have a tryst. In this 

way, it will not only confirm the long-standing relationship between Lu Zhan Yan and Qian Yuan yuan 

yuan, but also extend Lu Mo Yan's anger to the Jin family.  

 

This is the most vicious part of the whole plan. We can understand why Lu Moyan can betray Yang ziye.  

 

"Zhengting, what should we do now? It's OK for ziye to say in Xu Zheng's hands, but once it falls into Huo 

Tingchen's hands, it's bound to be very dangerous."  

 

Zhao Tong anxiously inquires that she knows Xu Zheng better. Although he is good at using all kinds of 

tricks, it can't be said that he is a ruthless character, but Huo Tingchen is such a person.  

 

"Ziye is safe for the time being, but Xu Zheng's condition is that we take the speech to change ziye."  

 

Jin Zhengting frowned and said that this was the most troublesome thing for him. If he told Lu zhanyan 

about this, he would definitely ask him to replace Yang ziye with himself. But in this way, he just fell into 

Huo Tingchen's trap, because he knew that Huo Tingchen and Xu Zheng would not do anything to Lu 

zhanyan, because they were afraid of their revenge. However, Lu Moyan is now in trouble In their anger, 

they can leave the chance to kill Lu zhanyan to Lu Moyan. In this way, Lu zhanyan's safety can not be 

guaranteed at all.But if you don't tell him that the city of Jiangbin is so big, it's hard to find out where Xu 

Zheng has detained Yang ziye in a short time. If it's too long, Yang ziye will be in danger. Huo Tingchen is 

a cautious man. He will attack Yang ziye in case of a long dream.  

 

Zhao Tongxin also thought of these, she shook her head and said: "this matter is too difficult, no matter 

what choice we make, we can't escape Huo Tingchen's calculation."  

 



"Tong Xin, take a rest first, and I'll go out."  

 

Jin Zhengting picked up a coat and was ready to leave the bedroom. However, Zhao Tongxin held the 

corner of his coat: "Zhengting, ziye is your friend and my business partner. I'll deal with this matter with 

you. More people and more strength, isn't it?"  

 

Jin Zhengting thought about it, and a rare smile appeared on his face: "well, let's face it together."  

 

Zhao Tong heart gentle smile: "we have to face together."  

 

Bodyguards in black suits can be seen everywhere in the living room of Jin's villa. The whole Jin's villa is 

heavily guarded. This is Jin Zhengting's order. He is not willing to let out any meeting contents inside the 

group without making clear who the traitor is.  

 

Xu Yanke, Rong Lei, Rong Qi and Shaoyuan are all here. They are the most trusted people of Jin 

Zhengting and the core members of the group.  

 

After Jin Zhengting sat down, he said faintly, "that's what happened. What do you think we should do 

now?"  

 

Rong Lei thought for a moment and said, "boss, we can pretend to agree to Xu Zheng's request first, and 

then I can change the appearance of general manager Lu, so we can change back to general manager 

Yang."  

 

"No, I know Huo Tingchen. He is absolutely cruel. You can change Yang ziye by pretending to be Lu 

zhanyan, but your safety can't be guaranteed!"  

 

Xu Yanke immediately opposed, she absolutely can't allow Rong Lei this very risky plan, after all, she has 

now deeply in love with Rong Lei, so resolutely won't agree with him to commit the risk.  

 

"Yan Ke is right. We are rescuing Yang ziye, not sacrificing any of you for him."  

 

Zhao Tongxin also disagrees with Rong Lei's plan, because she doesn't want anyone to be hurt in this 

rescue operation.  

 

"Can we wait for a while, and then use Chen Dong's influence in Jiangbin to quietly find out where Yang 

ziye is being held, and then think about the specific rescue methods. We can't make a good rescue plan, 

but we don't know where he is?"  

 

Shaoyuan puts forward a good suggestion. The most urgent task is to find out where Yang ziye is locked 

up. In this regard, Chen Dong's men have a comparative advantage.  

 

Jin Zhengting nodded his head: "well, you go to decorate now, but I don't think it will take long."  

 



"OK, I'll contact Chen Dong's men now."  

 

Spoon garden can do only these things, she immediately got up and walked to one side, holding a 

mobile phone to make a phone call, and whispered orders.  

 

"Brother, with my understanding of Huo Tingchen, he should not appear in this matter. After all, what 

he is most afraid of now is our revenge, so he will try his best to push this matter to Xu Zheng. 

Considering this, should we focus on searching around Xu Zheng's villa?"  

 

Xu Yanke frowned and said that she knows Huo Tingchen better, so it is certain that Yang ziye is not in 

Huo Tingchen's hands, so only Xu Zheng is left.  

 

"What Yan Ke said is reasonable. Zhengting, you'd better send someone to focus on the search."  

 

Zhao Tongxin nodded and said to Jin Zhengting that this is their rare consensus.  

 

"Rong Qi, you immediately take a team of people to search near Xu Zheng's villa to see if there are any 

clues, but don't scare the snake."  

 

Jin Zhengting follows the good and gives the order decisively. It's the most appropriate thing for the 

calm Rong Qi to do. Rong Qi agrees and goes out immediately. When she carries out the order, she 

never procrastinates.  

 

"Zhengting, how long do you think we can delay?"  

 

This is Zhao Tongxin's concern, and it is also a very important issue. If we can't find Yang ziye's detention 

place, then everything will be useless.  

 

Jin Zhengting pondered: "I think it can only be delayed for three hours at most. If he can't give Xu Zheng 

a reply before dawn, ziye will be really dangerous."  

 

"Zhengting, why didn't you tell me about such a big thing?"  

 

Just when everyone was at a loss, Lu zhanyan came in in a hurry. At the same time, Qian Yuanyuan was 

behind him, and their faces were anxious.  

 

"Do you know all about Zhan Yan?"  

 

Jin Zhengting didn't know how Lu zhanyan knew about it. Originally, he didn't want to inform him of the 

news, but he was in a hurry and forgot to tell his subordinates about it.  

 

"I see. Does Xu Zheng want to exchange me for ziye?"  

 

Lu zhanyan asked anxiously. He already felt that this was a trap set by Xu Zheng using Lu Moyan. But he 



clearly knew that this was a trap, and he had to stand up without hesitation, because it was because of 

the grudge between him and Lu Moyan, so he had to bear the responsibility.Moreover, Yang ziye is one 

of his best friends, and he will not flinch for his friends.  

 

Jin Zhengting and Zhao Tongxin were silent, and their silence undoubtedly answered Lu zhanyan's 

question.  

 

"Well, Zhengting, I'll change ziye. The misunderstanding between Mo Yan and me must be solved, 

otherwise it will be a big hidden danger of the group, and I won't be at ease."  

 

Lu zhanyan said firmly that he had made a decision.  

 

Qian Yuanyuan also said: "boss, this is a matter for us and Mo Yan. It's up to us to solve it, otherwise we 

will only live in pain."  

 

"Zhengting, let them go."  

 

Zhao Tong thought about it and raised his head to Jin Zhengting. This sentence surprised everyone. They 

all thought that Zhao Tongxin's kind character would not agree.  

 

With a faint smile, she took off the diamond necklace from her neck: "I don't think Huo Tingchen or Xu 

Zheng will care about Zhan Yan and Zi ye after seeing this necklace."  

 


